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Issue/Problem:
The social, ecological, health and economic crisis exacerbated
by COVID-19 is a challenge of extraordinary magnitude and
complexity for global public health. Part of the response to
these challenges requires strong public health institutions.
Description of the problem:
Component 18 of the Government of Spain’s Recovery,
Transformation and Resilience Plan proposes the creation of
a Spanish Agency of Public Health (SAPH), a centre of
excellence to perform surveillance and health system pre-
paredness functions in the face of new or emerging public
health threats. The government has opened the debate on what
design and functions it should have.
Results:
SESPAS, the Spanish Society of Public Health and Public
Administration, set out a proposal for the design and
organization of the future Spanish Agency for Public Health
[SAPH]. A large working group, made up of experts from
various fields of public health and from its ten federated
scientific societies, has designed the SAPH proposal. The scope
of the public health functions to be assumed include: the
strategic planning of the State’s public health (including health
security), the prioritisation of public health policies and
communication strategies, the assessment of the population’s
health status and social conditions, the guarantee of the
transversality and horizontality of health policies (health and
health equity in all State policies), as well as their verticality
(serving as an enriching link between the European Union level
and the administrations of the Autonomous Communities and
local authorities). The proposal also include 11 recommenda-
tions on the main elements to be taken into account in the
establishment of the future SAPH.
Lessons:
COVID19 pandemic has highlighted the need of creating
strong public health institutions. Spain is giving its first steps
toward the creation of the SAPH, which constitute a key step
in addressing the current and future challenges of public health
in Spain.
Key messages:
� Spanish Public Health Agency is an opportunity to trans-

form health policies and to improve the health of the
Spanish population.

� Strengthening public health starts with building national
institutions that ensure comprehensive and integrated health
policies.
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The COVID-19 pandemic has revealed the complex relation-
ships between health, well-being, economy and society. The
United Kingdom’s (UK) withdrawal from the European Union
(Brexit) and climate change are having a cumulative,
magnifying impact. UK nations have to tackle the multifaceted
nature of Brexit, COVID-19 and climate change (‘Triple
Challenge’ or TC) not only in isolation, but as a cumulative
whole.This study provides a strategic overview of the
interactions of the TC on determinants of health and equity
in Wales and proposes opportunities to take forward. Using
findings from existing Welsh Health Impact Assessments
(HIAs) undertaken on the single challenges, rapid searches of
the academic and grey literature were undertaken to identify
evidence which focused on the TC and its impacts.From this,
key determinants impacted and spotlight examples were
identified and analysed. Evidence indicates the TC will have
a wide range of compounding impacts across multiple
determinants and inequalities. These will need to be viewed
in synergy, not singularly. Determinants affected include i.e
mental well-being, food insecurity, employment.Population
groups potentially affected include rural communities, fishers/
farmers, young people. Policy responses need to be constructed
in an integrated way with cross sector involvement as actions
intended to have positive impacts for one challenge could also
have negative unintended impacts for others. This innovative
work has highlighted the significant interconnectedness of the
challenges. Developing an overarching policy approach could
support lasting change.Having the TC as the underpinning
focus point for new policies and strategies will help to
maximise impact when addressing concerns in relation to post
Brexit policy/actions, COVID recovery and climate change
adaptation/mitigation.This work can be utilized by other
nations as an example for challenges they may face in their
context and nations in the UK/Europe affected by the TC.
Key messages:
� Brexit, COVID-19 and climate change have cumulative

health impacts which must be considered together.
� Health impact assessment can provide a core framework

through which to explore inequalities and health impact of
multiple policy and practical issues.
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Background:
There is growing interest in the commercial determinants of
health, broadly understood as the ways in which commercial
actors influence health & health equity. Such actors can impact
on health & health inequity, positively or negatively, through
two main routes: (1) producing & driving use of/access to
products or services potentially damaging or beneficial to
health. (2) through diverse commercial practices which range
from marketing, through lobbying, to tax & labour practices.
Practices are arguably of greater importance given the growing
shift to private sector employment & because all industries, not
just those whose products are harmful, engage in them. Yet
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